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1. Introduction. Several authors have described a fundamental solution for the

five-point finite-difference operator which approximates the Laplacian differential

operator in the plane, and its asymptotic relation to a fundamental solution of the

Laplacian has been known for some time [3], [7]. Recently an explicit bound for

the difference between these two functions has been given by Mangad [6]. In a

paper, [5], in which he estimates the difference between the Green's functions of

the Dirichlet problem over a rectangle for the Laplace differential operator, and a

Laplace difference operator, Laasonen shows how such estimates may be used to

derive convergence rates for finite-difference approximations to Poisson's equation

under very mild restrictions on the inhomogeneous term. It is the object of this

paper to establish similar estimates to those of Mangad's for fundamental solutions

of the biharmonic differential and difference operators which will enable analyses

similar to those of Laasonen's to be made for biharmonic boundary value prob-

lems [8]. We consider any bounded region of the plane, and a square grid of mesh

size h covering the region. We construct a fundamental solution for the biharmonic

operator in the region, and by an analogous procedure, we construct a discrete

fundamental solution, defined at the grid points in the region, for the thirteen-point

finite-difference operator which approximates the biharmonic operator with trunca-

tion error of order 2 [4]. The constructions are made so as to enable us to estimate

the difference between these two functions as the mesh spacing varies.

By first extending slightly the estimate of Mangad to give a bound for the dif-

ference between the first divided differences of the continuous and discrete funda-

mental solutions to the corresponding Laplacian operators, we can obtain a similar

estimate for the convergence of the first differences of the discrete biharmonic

fundamental solution to the differences of the continuous one. The manner of ex-

tending these results to certain polyharmonic difference operators will be apparent

from the constructions used here.

2. Preliminaries. Points of the plane, the set Et, will be denoted by vectors x,

with coordinates in a rectangular coordinate system (zi, Xt), and the length of x

will be given by \x\ = (a;i2 -f Xt2)in. We shall indicate the mesh points of a square

grid of mesh size A covering the plane and such that the coordinate axes are grid

lines by Eh, and the points of Eh will be denoted by vectors, P, written as capital

letters. For a region D of the plane, we define a corresponding set of grid points

by Dh = D~ D Eh. Ctix) is to be the open disc of radius e centered on x, and Saix)

is the square of side length a, oriented as parallel to the grid squares, and centered
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on x. For a function F(Pi, P2), defined on Eh, we introduce the first divided dif-

ferences

.    V(P   P , _ VJPi + h, Pt) - ViPu P,)
OhP, V {Jr"i, I t) = ^

and

i    VfP   p x _ F(Pt, P2) - F(P„ P2 - A)
o/,pa r U i, r 2^ = 7

and the discrete Laplacian difference operator

(1) AhViP) = ¿ áAp^¿F(P) .
¿=1

The set Ai(P) = [Q\Q G Eh, \P - Q\ < A} is the set of arguments at which ViQ)

is required to form AkViP). For a set of grid points Dh, NiiDh) = {Q\Q G Eh,

Q G Ai(P) for some P G Dh). The thirteen-point discrete biharmonic difference

operator [4], denoted by Ah2, can be defined by adopting a property of its con-

tinuous counterpart, A2, i.e.

(2) AhWiP) = AhiAkViP));

evidently A2(P) = Ai(Ai(P)) is the set of arguments at which ViQ) is required

to form A*2F(P).

While the following device for estimating certain discrete sums has been used

by Bramble and Hubbard, [2], there appears to be no explicit reference for it.

Lemma 1. Let fix) be a nonnegative function, integrable over a region R' in Et, and

subharmonic in a subregion R. Then

h2  Y.f(T)Z-JtfdA
T(zDh ir J R'

for any region D such that T G Dh, CutiT) Ç Ä C Ä'.
Proof. The proof is an application of the solid mean-value inequality for sub-

harmonic functions, which in two dimensions is

fiP)ú—t¡      fdA.
wr Jcr(P)

In particular, taking r = A/2 and P G Dh

(3) /(P) ú -tí /        fdA ^ -^ /     fdA ;
irh  Jch/t(P) 7rA  Jsh(P)

multiplying (3) by A2, and summing over Dh proves the result. We will use multi-

indices a = (ai, at) with \a\ = ai 4 «2 and the symbol D"f = dla]fix)/dxi">dxta'

to describe derivatives.

Lemma 2. Let fix) be harmonic in a region R, so that fix) = Re P(z), where P(z)

is an analytic function of z = x\ + ixt in R. Then

\D"f\ ik
d'a,Fjz)

dz "
in    R
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Proof. First let us consider the case when a = (ai, 0). Then, since the partial

derivatives are taken along the real axis,

d°" Re Fjz)      „   da'Fiz)
- = tie

Ô.Ï1 dz"

so that

iz>7l Re
d^Fjz)

dz"1

da'Fjz)

dz"

Now let gix) = Im P(z) = Re (-¿P(z)) in P. Then, for a2 odd, a2 = 2m - 1,

3°'/ = (    l)mda-g

dx2"' dXi'

and

dlalf

dXi'dx"'

iY\
,  ut
dXi

iFiz)

dz '

\dUFjz)\

dz
loi

On the other hand, for a2 even, a2 = 2m,

da-f
= (-l)--^í

«a. '       «      a,
ÔX2   " dXi   "

and, again,

d,af

dXi 'dXt '

dWf

dXi
la'

dlalFjz)

dz "'

From this lemma, we conclude directly that for x ^ s, there is a constant fc(a),

depending only on \a\, such that

\D'log\x- s\\ g
k(a)

,1«      '

In deriving the estimate of this paper, we shall use k and K to denote generic con-

stants which are independent of A (their appearance in successive inequalities does

not represent the same value, but only the fact that there is some constant for

which the inequality is valid).

Let AiP; Q) = AiPi, P2; Qi, Qt) be a function of two grid points P and Q, and

let Lh stand for either A;, or A,,2. Then A (P; Q) is defined to be a fundamental solu-

tion for Lh on the set of grid points Dh C Eh if it is defined on A/2(ÖA) X NtiDh),

and satisfies both

L,pA(P;Q)=5-^;
h

PeDh;QEDh.

Here ô(P; Q) denotes the Kronecker delta symbol, and the subscript on the op-

LhQAiP;Q)=ô~^
h
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erator indicates that the operator acts on A (P ; Q) as a function of that variable

which depends parametrically on the other.

It is shown by McCrea and Whipple [7], that the function defined for m and n

integers

... 1   f 1 — exp (— \m\y) cqsns ,
(4) gim, n) =tt-      -     -,        -ds

2t J o smh y

where y lies on the branch of the root of cos s 4- cosh y = 2 which varies between

0 and | cosh-1 3| could be used to define a fundamental solution, I\(P; Q), for

— Ah inPA;

(5) W;«-f(^t&,^fl!)-¿  iog2-ce

where Ce is Euler's constant. If we denote the radially symmetric fundamental

solution of the Laplacian (—A) by

(6) T(x;{) =~   log |x — {|

then Mangad has shown [6] that

(7) |t(P; Q) - ThiP; Q)\ ^ 54(A/|P - Q|)2.

Consider a bounded subset D of Et, and a square 2 the sides of which are grid

lines and such that 25 lies in the interior of 2 ; and let G*(P ; Q) be defined on 2* X 2A,

for any Q G 2», by

-AhpGhiP; Q) = S-^~),       P G 2, - (62), ,
A

GhiP;Q)=0,       PG(Ö2)A

(i.e., GhiP; Q) is the discrete Green's function for 2A). From (7), it can be seen that

we can choose positive constants fco and fci, depending on the distance d from 62 to

25, such that for Q G Dh, A < d/3, P G (32)*

HoiP; Q) m -GhiP; Q)-k0+ r„(P; Q) ^ 0 ,

HiiP; Q) m -GÄ(P; Q) 4- fci + r„(P; Q) ^ 0 .

Since AhpHiiP; Q) = 0, * = 0, 1, for P G 2A — (ô2)t, by the discrete maximum-

minimum principle [1],

GhiP; Q) - fci ̂  ThiP; Q) ^ GhiP; Q) + ko

i.e.,

I r„(P; Q)I ^ ft,(P; Q) + k2,      fc2 = max (fc0, fci).

Laasonen [5] has shown that for a = side length of 2

GhiP; Q) ^ GhiQ; Q) =s .354 (log (a/A + 1))

which allows us to state

Lemma 3. For a given ho and bounded subset D of Et, there is a constant fc2 depend-
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ing on ho and D only, such that for h < A0,

max   \ThiP; Q)\ Ú .3541 log h\ + ft,.
P.Q&Dh

The technique of Mangad, [6], in obtaining (7), can easily be modified to prove

the following

Theorem 1. T'Aère exists a numerical constant c such that for \P — Q\ > h,

\8hThiP;Q) - 8hyiP;Q)\ ^ ch?/\P - Q|»

where 8h denotes any first difference with respect to either Pi or Qi, i = 1,2.

We shall indicate the necessary modifications of Mangad's proof of (7), and we

observe that while our outline is simplified to show only the existence of c, a more

lengthy calculation could be performed in a similar manner to provide c explicitly.

Since

dkQtW'Q) = -s»rMP;Q),

*torfP;Q) = -ohPiyiP;Q),

we may consider only differences with respect to P. Furthermore, from (5), and

the symmetries of gim, n) [7] it can be seen that it is sufficient to consider Q =

(0, 0) = 0, and P to be in the sector of the plane characterized by

(10) 0 g P2 è Pi,       P * (0, 0)    or    (A, 0) .

However, it appears to be necessary to consider the Pi and P2 differences sep-

arately. From a standard Laplace transform, for P, = m ¿A,

s       tu n\        1    f" Icosm°-s — cos (m,> + l)s t -".«j
hpMP; 0) = ^ Je {-)e     ds .

Hence, with (4), we have, for cos s -f- cosh y = 2

o   Ir     í-n          wd mi       1   Y l eos m2s — cos jm2 4- l)s\ _„,,„ ;
2r|«*.(r» - y)iP;0)\ = x|Jo ^-^-)e      ds

(11)
/"co — m1s

— /    (eos m2s — cos (m2 4- l)s) —      ds

(Here, and in the proofs to follow, we use the common notation (/ ± g)ix) for the

function fix) ± gix).)

We break up the right side of (11) as

(12) 2*\8hpATh - y)iP;0)\ £ \A\ + \B\ + \C\ ,

where

. _ 1  f" /cos m2s — cos (to2 4- l)s\ _m,s,

hJf\ s )

„      1 /""' /cos m2s — cos (m2 4- l)s\ _m,„,

5 = h J.  V-sirihl->      dS '
1  f ( e~m'v       e~m,s\

C = t I   (cos m2s — cos (m2 -f l)s)l -r-¡— —-Ids ,
hJ o \smh 2/ s   /
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for some choice of t in 0 < e < 1, independent of h. The estimation of terms \A\

and \B\ of (12) is entirely analogous to that in [6]; we indicate how \C\, the more

complicated term, is estimated. From Lemma 2 of [6], for 0 á 8 á 1, 8 - s3/10

^ 2/ = s! and a straightforward calculation shows that lims^0+ (sinh y)/s = (f)1'2.

Hence for some « > 0

—m,y —m,B

(13) 4-r— >-   when   0 < s ^ e
smh y s

and we have

ds\C\U~     s\~- - ~
A -' o    Ismh 2/        s

1   /"' /oxpmi^- \

(14) =Ä/     I   i_JL   -1)e_"!,£*'
•/ o   \ 10 '

10

7vJX°4¥)- '+£>-*" (10

- do - e2)A Uomi6'3cxp (~mv " i)r + /.sVm,Sds) •

Now on (0, e) s - s3/10 ê (1 - «2/10)s, so that

exp (—toi(s — s3/10)) ^ exp (—(1 — e2/10)mis)

and

ICI ̂ ——— /    s3 exp I   — ( 1-— Wis Ids 4--:-r^
(10-«,)A-'o '\      \ 10/      / (10 - e2)minJ

mi       I 1 V  ,   , , .   A2   ^ , , .   A2
- (-\-)  -

(10 - e2)A \(1 - eVl0)mi/ |P|8 |P|3

since from (10), Pi = m-fn 2;  |P|/21/2. We note that the more complicated pro-

cedure of [(>] would avoid the uncertainty about the range of « introduced at (13)

and would permit explicit estimation of c.

Similarly, we have

For

27r|5*p,(rA - 7)(P;0)| ^ \A'\ 4- \B'\ 4- \C'\

A,= l|"çosm2S(e_m,s_e_(mi+1)S)

h Y s

<ry)e-m

h J t sinh y

„,      1  Y (1 - e~y)e~
B   = y /-r-¡-cos m2sds ,

h J t sinh 2/

i   Y (\ — e-y i _ (~s        \
= t I   cos m2sl ——:-e        —-e        Ids

h Jo \ smh 2/ s /

and, again, we will only indicate the treatment of C. If / is used to denote the
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integrand of C, we let >S+ iS~) be the subset of (0, e) on which / is positive (nega-

tive). Since sinh y è y è s — s3/10, s ^ y for e < 1 [6, Lemma 2], on S+

\I\ á (--f-)e^iV - (--—V"
\s- s3/10/ V     «     /

-(-(-4-4))
<1

s2/io

1 - €710

J       (mis3\ s2 \
Vexp VlôV - * - TÖ7

Hence

l/s+|/|dS = f/o(eXP(: A_1 + J_.e—d8
10 /        '

which was estimated in (14). On S~

l/l < -1 ~ 6    e~m's
s sinh 2/

now sinh y ^ sinh s ¿ s+ (s3/3!) cosh e and 1/sinh y ^ (1 — 6s2)/s where 6 =

[cosh e]/3!. Thus on S"

-Í«! 5^i^-(--(---fe))(^)!
$ (e-(exp (.710) - 1) + bs ̂  _ exp (_s + ^_

- ("fiT + bs'2)exp (~s + ~\Ç)e~m's - /csVm"

for 0 ^ s ^ « < 1, and

(15) I (   \I\da&l f  ks2e-m'sds.
n ■> s~ n J o

However, the right-hand side of (15) was also estimated at (14). These, then, with

the corresponding estimates for \A\, \B\, \A'\, and \B'\ and the symmetries of Th,

and 7 conclude the estimate.

3. A Fundamental Solution for the Biharmonic Differential Operator. To define

a function on E2 X E2 which is a fundamental solution for A2 in a bounded region

D, let L be a circle centered on the origin and containing D, and let Lo be a circle

with the same center but with radius r<¡ equal to twice the radius of L. Li is to be

a larger circle than L0, centered on the origin, with radius r\. Let /(s) G Co"il),

where / denotes the real line, 0 ^ fis) S 1, and fis) = 1 for 0 ^ s ^ ro, fis) = 0

for s ^ n; we define 77(2:) on E2 by nix) = fi\x\) and we define Bix; £) on Et X Et as

Bix-A) m Jvit)yix;t)yiY,t)dAl.
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For convenience in the sequel, we will assume that ri = 2ro, and we summarize

some of the properties of this function in the following theorem.

Theorem 2. (i) P(x; f) is a fundamental solution for A2 in D.

(ii) Bix; £) G CliE2 X E2) and a modulus of continuity for any of its first deriva-

tives is <o(ô) = K8 J log ô |.

(iii) For x 5¿ £, x, £ G Lo,

AMx;k) = AfPOr;?) = y{x;Ç) .

(iv) For x 7a £, B(x ; £) is an infinitely differentiable function of x and £, and its

derivatives are continuous in the sense of a function of four variables when x and £

vary in disjoint subsets of Lo.

(v) There is a constant K, depending on ro and a, such that for x j¿ £ x, £ G

Lo, \a\ Sí 2,

|0,.B(l;t)lsMMJ-|L+ii.

Proof, (i) To see that

/s(x; £)A2<K£)cM5 = <t>ix)

for all </>(a;) G Coœ(-D), we need only justify the interchange of order of integration

in PY vithix; f)yi£; t) A*<pi£)dA,dAt and observe that (a) A20(£) = - A(- A<K£)),
(b) t(£; t) = yit; £) is a fundamental solution for — A, (c) ij(i) = Ion the support

of 0.

(ii) Since

JCe(x) \X — t

d\x — t\

dXi
log|?-i||dA«|

converges to zero as « tends to zero uniformly for (a-, £) G ¿o X Lo, we conclude

that

O^g^TifcOM,(18, ^fiil. /,

exists on L0 X Lo- Suppose that

! (se, £) - (*', Oí = ( Z (*< - */)' + (Í* - ?■•>•)"<í,

then .r' G Ci(x), £' G Cä(£) and

(19)
ó\r,- ösc,

■ C2ä(£)

^ |/i| + |/s| + \I»

where, setting S = E2 — Ctiix)

and I2 and /3 are integrals having the same integrand, but taken over Cnix) and
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C2s(£) respectively. Using Lemma 2, for (2/, w) G C¡ix) X Cä(£)

dAt\í    it)-
dti dtj

\y(2i)      * (/^^(^T^TU^^k^)^')172

^ fc /
dr

fc(log X — logo)

for X = ro 4- ri. We can estimate /1 as follows

|/i| ^ |A| + \B\,

where, setting git) = 7(£; i) 4- 7(£'; t)/2, and sx + (1 — s).t' = z(s) G C¡ix) for

0 < s < 1,

= /"(= /  vit)git)~ iyix;t) - yix';t))dAl
's at i

(22)

= ¿ ixk - x¿) i nit)git) f - -7^(');0 dsdAt
A-=l -'s ■'0 Ötkdti

= Efe-^)/ï/^»^f^^it=i •'o   Vs        Oti Ótk

+ éni
J dS

'yXdt't)d<ryds'
dyjz

(wi, n2) being the outer normal to dS. Now, using (21), we can estimate

f dr,(t)g(t) dyjxjs);t) dAt
•'s      dti atk

uniformly for s G [0, 1], and

I ,7(£;0 + 7(£,7)A dyjxjs);t)
dh

k
g - (log X - log 5)

0 J BS
<t>   dot ^
J dS

KQogX - log 5) .

Since \x]¡ — xk'\ < 8, then, |.A| ^ i£5(log X — log 5). The estimation of B is similar

but simpler; i.e. for £(s) = s£ 4- (1 - s)£' G C¡(£)

B = f^f-iy&t) -7(£'7
d_

-£(*=*) f/^-î* (s) ; 0 _a_
34        di.

(7(2;; í) +7(a;';í))dA<ds.

The volume integral is estimated using (21) and we have \B\ s= X5(log X — log 8)

so that, for ô < 50,

|/i| ^ a:« 1 log «1.

To complete our estimate for (10), we must consider I2 and /3; however, letting
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J be either Ctsix) or Cai£), it can be verified that, for x' G Csix), £' G Cj(£)

(24) I/,dXi
y(t';t)dAt ^ /:5|log 5|

for a uniform constant if, using Holder's inequality. Using (24) to estimate |/2| and

I/3I, we have, from (19), that for 5 < So, there is a K, dependent on 80 and X only,

such that for \ix, £) - (a;', £')| < 8

&g (»';{')    3P(s;£)

d:r¿ 3a; ¿
< r?ô|log «|

which proves (ii).

(iii), (iv) Let Ai and A2 be two compact disjoint subsets of P2, we wish to show

that DzaBix; £) is continuous on Ai X A2 for every a. Let 4e = |Ai — A2| =

inf^eA.^GA, I a; — y\ and take Í2 to be a piecewise smooth, compact curve enclosing

Ai such that |0 — Ai| =g e, i = 1, 2. Let Z be the interior of 0, and we assume for

convenience that Z C La, i.e. ij(i) = 1, t G Z. From (18), it can be seen that

dBjx

(26)
dx <>   V   _ 7.

it)d-^^t)dAt
E.—z ax i

+ / yix;t)d-^dA
■> z ati

t 4- (b —Uiyix;t)yit;t)do-t

where (»1, n2) is the outer normal to 0. For a; G Ai and £ G M, if the right side of

(26) is differentiated under the integral signs with respect to x¡, the resulting in-

tegrals converge uniformly with respect to a; G Ai, i.e., using Gauss's theorem

32P(a;

da; ¿3a;f-/,_,»W
d2yjx;t)

dXidXj

(27) -lz^"-eWdA

yit;í)-nJ^Y^yix;t)dot.
a dtj dti

In particular, if we choose x ^ £, Ai = x, A2 = £, 0 = Ce(a;), (27) shows that

AXP(
-E2-Ct(x)

ij(i)A,7(a;;i)7tt;0dAi

/.- /       yix;t)Atyit;t)dAt

+

:l_e      dnt

since 7(0;; i) is harmonic for i^i, enabling us to employ the mean value theorem

for harmonic functions for the first line integral above and to conclude that the

second vanishes, proving (iii).
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Returning to the case of arbitrary but disjoint Ai and A2, we can continue in

the manner in which (27) was obtained to see that for x G Ai C Z, £ G A2

DYBix; £) = /       v

(28)

it)yii;t)DYyix;t)dAt

yix;t)Dtayik;t)dAt
+ (-Dlo7

J z

+ 9  , E, ,    niaßTDfyix;t)DtTyi^;t)
Jü; Ip+tI-UI—i

+ n2b9TDtpyix;t)DtTyit;t)d<rt

where a„T, bpr are numerical constants depending only on the multi-indices which

are their subscripts. Since the integrand of the line integral in (28) is uniformly

continuous for (a;, £, i) G Ai X A2 X fí, the line integral is continuous on Ai X A2.

That the volume integrals define functions which are continuous on Ai X A2 can

be seen from the approach taken in proving (ii).

(v) To obtain these estimates for the derivatives of P(a; ; £) when x t¿ £, x, £ G Lo,

we set in the proof of (iv) x = Ai, £ = A2 and Í2 = Ctix), « = \x — £|/2 and esti-

mate the various terms on the right side of (28) using Lemma 2. E.g., setting

l«l = a,

I/.E,-C¿x)
nit)DYyix;t)yií;t)dA

í

iú fc(a) \   I vit) ,
' E,-Ct(x)-C¿() \X  —  t\

|log|{-í||<M,

< K«) log-
/J ix—s 1/4 r

+
31a; — €-./.

lx-íl/4

|logr|c?r

^K\ log \x- £11 + 1

where K depends on a and X. Similarly

:/
C.(x)

yix;t)Dtayit;t)dAt SK
log |a; - £|| 4- 1

\x - £|°-2

and the hne integrals can easily be shown to satisfy the same estimate, for some K

depending only on a and X.

4. A Fundamental Solution for the Biharmonic Difference Operator. The defini-

tion of Bix; £) is immediately suggestive of the following construction. We define

TifP; t) to be the extension a.e. of rA(P; Q) to E,, X E2 as

r„(P;i) = ThiP;Q),        «£&(<?),
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and let BhiP; Q) be defined on Eh X Eh by

BhiP;Q) = Jvit)ThiP;t)ThiQ;t)dAt.

Theorem 3. BhiP; Q) is a fundamental solution of AA2 in Loh-

Proof. This result follows immediately from applying A2p to BhiP; Q), observing

(2) and the fact that rA(P; S) is a fundamental solution for — Ah.

The apparent fact that BhiP; Q) is an approximation to P(P; Q) is given

quantitative substance by the main results of this paper, Theorems 4 and 5.

Theorem 4. For any constants h0 and U satisfying 2r0 > lo > 6A0, there exists a

constant M depending on ho, ¿o and ro, such that for A < A0,

(i) max \BhiP;Q) -B(P;Q)\ ^MA2(|logA|)
p,q£j a;Ip-q]>¡<,

and a constant Mi depending on ho and r0 such that for h < ho

(ii) max    |PA(P; Q) - P(P; Q)\ = M^log A)2
P.Q^Lok

where La is the circle of radius r0 centered on the origin.

Proof. By definition, we have

BhiP;Q) -BiP;Q) = /,(i)(rA(P;t)rÄ(Q;t) - 7(P; t)yiQ; t))dAt

= fvit)iTh - y)iP;t)(KljL^L)iQ;t)dAt

+ Jvit)iTh - y)iQ;t)(^YYJL)iP;t)dAt

= /i 4- h

where /i and /2 are defined to be the two integrals on the preceding line. Since they

are similar in form, it is sufficient to show how |/i| can be estimated. We introduce

a piecewise constant function

y,fP; t)=yiP;T),        i£ S„iT) , T G NtiP) ,

y,fP; t) = ThiP; T) ,        l G SffT) , T G NtiP) .

Then

/i = Jvit)iy - yh)iP;t)(yy-^)iQ;t)dAt

(29) 4- Jvit)iyh - IYKP; t)(^^)iQ; t)dAt

= 7x4-/2.

We wish to use the following observation in estimating Ji. Let Mit denote a

uniform bound over S)fT) for the absolute value of the ith derivatives of

*(0 G CWr)] and consider fit) G CWDL ?(i) G Cl[ShiT)]. Then, using
Taylor's expansions, it is immediate that
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(30) fc2    lc
ifit) - fiT))git)dA

A \J ak(Tt

If í G ShiT), and T G ^(P), then

(31) \P - i| è (2/5)1'2 |P - r| ;

hence, with Lemma 2,

^(MvMDI+JMf!,)

(32)

max
i£Sj(r)

max
tGs^T)

d-yjP;t)

dtidtj

dyjP;t)

dti

k

IP- T\

/V
=  P-T Y

Noting that the restriction l0 > 6A0 ensures that NtiQ) O N2iP) is void, we have

withJV2 = NtiP) U NtiQ),fit) = 7(P; 0, 0«) = u(0((7 + r*)/2)(Q; I)

ifit)~fiT))git)dAt

(33)

1^1= A2     £     ¿1/

+ A2    Z    A(7      |7(P;<)|dA«4-/      |r*(P;i)|dA()

x( max   (|7(Q;i)| + |l\(Q;i)l))
\t£Sh<.T) /

+ h2    £       max   r,(i)|7(P;0 -7(P;T)|
TÉ.V,(Q)     t<ESh(.T)

xH/      |7(Q;0|Al«+|r»(Q;r)| .I A     ,/SA(T) J

From \ThiQ; T)\ ^ \yiQ; T)\ + 54(A2/|Q - /?), for T G NtiQ), \giT)\ g
(l/2x)|log |Q - r|| 4- 6 and, using (30)-(32), it can be seen that the first term

on the right side of (33) is bounded by Si, where

(35)
?r *' *e£*. h(\ï±Tf fe ' l0g lQ - Tl¡ + 6) + W=T\ W^T\)

4-fcA2roSZSrA2(ï^|log|Q-7'||)M1,.

However, estimating the summand within and without CijtiQ), and using Lemma 1,

Tet^t-N,    \p - T\2
= (log 4r0 - log (^yjh

t^l^-n, \P - T\2

(36) 4 j,2
4--, A

Z0        lr-Qlëi„/2;r£tf,(Q)

^ fc(log 4r0 — log A) -f fci .

From Schwarz inequality, and Lemma 1

1

iog|<2-r||

(37)        h*
TetYh-N. \P-T\  \Q

^j- ^ k(f*" ^) = fc(log4ro - logh)
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and it is clear that the remaining terms of (35) can be estimated in a similar fashion,

so that for any ho, there is a constant K depending on Ao, U and r0 such that

Si g KA2 I log A |    forA<A0.

The remaining two terms on the right of (33) are each sums, multiplied by A2, of

13 terms, where each term is bounded by K\\og h\ for A < Ao, for a suitable con-

stant K depending on Ao, ¿o and r0. Hence, for a suitable constant K,

(38) |Ji| Ú Kh? |logA|    for   A < A0.

Using the estimate of giT) preceding (35), and also (6) and (7), and Lemma 3

\H*    E   Í54-^-2)/     ,(o(|togl£-'"+6W
T&Eh-N,   \ \P  —   T\   'JSh(T) \ ¿IT /

+     E    54—^-J      agi (I log ]Q - fl] .354^0^.
tGnaq)      \P-T\2jshm   2   \ 2*- s   /

'Sft(r)

á ZA2|log A|    for   A < Ao

for a suitable constant K. This concludes the estimation of /i (Eq. (29)), but, as

mentioned, I2 is similar in form, hence (i) is established.

The second estimate (ii) is obtained by the same process, not using, however,

\P — Q\ ^ Zo- If we examine the first term of (33), it is bounded by »Si of (35)

which can be estimated uniformly, as in (36) using

A*      x-      I log 1Q- 711
P - T\2

fk (log 4r0 - log A)A2      £ *        ^ K(log A)2,
TELlh-N,   \P  -   T\

and the fact that (37) is already uniform in P and Q. Hence, for P and Q in Loa,

and A < Ao,

Si ^ #A2 (log A)2

for a constant K depending on r0 and Ao. The remaining two terms in (33) are

sums, multiplied by A2, of 13 terms, each of which is bounded, for A < A0, by

K(log A)2, for a suitable K which depends only on A0 and ro. Hence, we have the

analogous estimate to (38) uniform in P, Q

(41) ¡Ji| g KA2 (log A)2

for a suitable constant K. Similar modifications of (39) will show that

|J2| á Kh2 (log A)2

for P, Q G Loh and A < Ao, which, with (41), establishes the second estimate.

We wish now to conclude our results by using Theorem 1 to establish an esti-

mate similar to (i) of Theorem 4, for the first differences of the fundamental solu-

tions of the biharmonic and discrete biharmonic operators.

Theorem 5. For ho < ro/5, ¿Aere exists a constant M2, depending on- ho and ro,

such that for any first-difference operator 8h,
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max |5„(B(P; Q)
p,qGl0A;Ip-qI>5A

BhiP;Q))\ á
M2A2|log A |

IP-01
for A < Ao.

Proof. WThile the idea of the proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem

4, some alterations are necessary to provide the nonuniform estimate. For any two

points P,Q G Loa such that \P — Q\ > 5A, let W be a smallest square containing

SkiT), for any T G (CIp-qI(P) U C\P-Q\iQ))h, (C.(6) being the circle of radius a,
centered on b as defined above). Consider the grid lines running in a direction which

make an angle of 45° or greater with the fine segment PQ, and choose a line running

in this direction which is halfway between the grid lines of the considered direction

and which is one of possibly two such lines that are nearest to the midpoint of PQ.

(See Fig. 1.) This line will be labelled J, and coincides with a line of edges of squares

ShiT) which comprise W. It divides W into two rectangles, Wi the rectangle con-

taining P and TF2 the rectangle containing Q. Using this,

(44) M(P;<2) - 8hBhiP;Q)\ ^ \h\ + |/2| + |/3|

where the /,- are integrals with integrand

vit)i8hiThiP;t)TkiQ;t)) - 8hiyiP;t)yiQ;t)))

taken over t G Wi, W2 and E2 — W, respectively. We proceed with the particular

case Sh = 8hQ„ the other cases being handled in exactly the same way. With

G =  [T\T GLn, T$ W],
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in <— y iTh + y)iP;T)i8hiTh-y)iQ;T))\

+ |(r,   -7)(P;/,)5A(rÄ + 7)(Q;/1)l

+ 2' P; r)«*7(Q; î1) À /     vit)dA
h  J shm

(45) -1/A2/       yiP;t)8hyiQ;t)r,it)dA
J Sh(T)

< kh\ h2 £ —;-r,-h T7\-7F\ "-
V   reo    q - r3       \Q - t\ p -\Q- 7f      '   \Q- T\  \P - T\2

+ -  -L.   .        l       + M C—î_l— 4- J lQë \p - T\\\\
+ \Q-T\2 \P-T\+Ml\\P-T\  \Q-T\+     \Q-T\2    II

where we have used Theorem 1, (7) and (30). Using Lemma 1, and the techniques

of the preceding proof, we have

(46) |/,| S fcA2|logA|/|P- Q| .

Turning to the remaining terms, /i and I2, we can use (9) to see that

h= I    \rhiP;t)iThiQ;ti- h,t2) - ThiQ;t))/h

- 7(P; t)iyiQ; h - h, t2) - 7(Q; t))/h)vit)dAt

(47) =/    {i-ThiP;t)ThiQ;t)+yiP;t)yiQ;t))/h}r,it)dAt

4- /    Í iVhiP; h 4- A, t2)VhiQ; t) - 7(P; h + A, t2)yiQ; t))/h]

X vih + h,t2)dAt

where W3 is the rectangle obtained by translating TF2 through a distance A in the

direction of the negative ¿i axis. We let TF4 = W2 O W3 and let Zi and Z2 be the

two rectangles W2 — W4 and W3 — 1F4. We observe that the Zi have width A and

length not exceeding 3|P — Q\ + A, and contain not more than 3|P — Q\/h + 1

points of Eh- To simplify the following expressions, we shall assume that W U

Wi C L0, so that t)(£) s 1 on W U Wi. The modifications of the following esti-

mates which are necessary if W U Wi is not contained in Lo can be seen from

the procedures of the preceding proof or the last terms on the right sides of (45).

From (47), it is apparent that

I2=  I     {-8hpJhiP;t)ThiQ;t)+8hp,yiP;t)yiQ;t)}dAt

(48) +jiJz  [yiP;t)yiQ;t) - ThiP;t)ThiQ;t)}dAtIfhJz,

+ |/   {ThiP;ti + h,t2)ThiQ;t) -yiP;ti + h,t2)yiQ;t)}dAt
A-z,

The integral over Wi in (48) and /1 can both be treated in the following manner:
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í r

/ilá A2    £    \\ThiP;T)8hThiQ;T)\ 4-f2 /       yiP; t)8hyiQ; t)dA
r6Ar2(P)

(49)

A   ' s,,(r)

|(7 + r»)(P;T)«»(r» -7)(<2;r)|

)(P; r)5A(rA + 7)(Q; 71)! + 27(P; Di»7(Q; T)

+ f  P S¿   T£wlh-Nz(P)

f2/     7(P;08»7(Q;i)dA.A  •/sA(7')

(50)

For t G IFi, \Q-t\^\P - Q|/2(2)1/2, - A/2, i.e.

\l/2     / /n\l/*i   \-l"Oí,

10(2)¿/z 1 fc

<   2(2)-  /   _   (2)1/2A V

\Q-t\ = IP-QIV       \P-Q\I
,1/2

= IP - Ql 5 - (2)1/2     IP - Ql

since \P — Q\ > 5A. To estimate the sum of 13 terms which is the first sum on the

right side of (49), we employ Lemma 3, Theorem 1 and (50)

h2   T,   (l r„(P;7,)o,1rA(<2;71)|+ ^
A /.

Sh(.T)

yiP;t)8hyiQ;t)dA

13{fcA2(|logA|4-l)(í^4--^Í3)
Q\     \P-Q\l

fc       f3h
+ ]p—Q\J0   ri-\ogr)dr

Ú fc
A | log A

IP-CI
for A < Ao,    fc dependent on A0. For T G Wu - iV2(P), |(7 +  r*)(P; T)|   á

((1/x) |log |P - T\ | 4- 12) and

¡Shin 4- 7)(Q; 21)! ^ 2|sÄT(Q; T)\ + 8c
Y k

hence

2   TEwlh-N,(.P)

\P-Q\3= \P-Q\'

Hy + Th)iP;T)8hirh-y)iQ;T)\

(51)

4-1(7- rA)(P;T)áA(rA + 7)(Q;/7)lí

*%   r   Kinogip-Tii + ̂ Y-ML.)2 rGirJTjMP) IV-7T      &1 " /\|q _ y|V

+ \|p-r|/ IP-QU
A2|log   A|

-    ip-Qr
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Using (30) and Lemma 1 in the same manner as previously, it can be seen that the

last term of (49) can be bounded by the last term in (51), hence

(52) Uil èklph_Ql IlogAl

for a suitable constant fc.

As the analysis of /i would provide the necessary estimate of the first integral

in the expression (48) for /2, we can complete the estimation of I2 by considering

the integrals over the strips Z¿; e.g. set

h = ¡If   yiP;t)yiQ;t) - YhiP;t)ThiQ;t)dAt ú\   E   [\iy - Vh)iP;T)
\hJz, 2 T£zlh

(53) X (7+ rA)(Q;r)|4-|<7- Th)iQ; T)(y + Th)iP; T)\}

+ A   Z    ¿/       yiP;t)yiQ;t)dAt-yiP;T)yiQ;T).
TEzlh IA Jshm

Using (7), we can see that the first sum on the right-hand side of (53) is bounded by

For Í G ShiT), T G Zi, the triangle inequality gives \P - t\ + A/(2)1/2 ̂  \P - T\,

so that for a number a, obtained by the same calculation as gave (50), 1/|P — t\

^ a/\P - T\ and similarly 1/\Q - t\ ^ a/\Q - T\. Thus, from (30), it can be
seen that the second sum on the right side of (53) is less than

,-n Hi   V   I log IP- r|| 2 I log |Q — T\\
(00) kh rèzfh     \Q-T\2     +\P-T\\Q-T\+-   |P _ r|2     '

We observe that

ip - Q\ ( i  _ i) < IP-^J _ a < .p _ n
2       \(2)1/2      5/ =   2(2)1/2       2 - |jI '

and similarly |Q — 71! ̂  fc|P — Ql when 71 G Z», and using these inequalities and

noting the remarks preceding (48) we see that (54) and (55) are bounded for some

constant fc by fcA2 |log A|/|P — Ql 5 e.g.,

fe3Eliog|P-rLl^fcA-|iog|p-QHfe£ ̂ fflogfeL.
rez,    \Q-T\2 \P - Q\ rGz. IP - Ql

Since the integral over Z2 in (48) can be treated in the same manner, we have, for

some fc

I/»| è k-
h |log A|

IP-01
which with (46), (52) and (44) shows the estimate given in the theorem to be valid
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when 8h = 8hQ,. As mentioned, however, the other cases are not essentially different

and so we shall consider the result proven.
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